Admission Committee for Professional Courses, Ahmedabad.
Ahmedabad.
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for Admission Process 2019

What are the criteria for eligibility for admission through ACPC for Degree Engineering
course?
For admission in Degree Engineering, passed HSCE (Std. XII, 10+2 pattern) in
Science Stream with 45 % marks for Open (40 % for SC/ST/SEBC/EWS) in theory
only or theory and practical with Physics & Mathematics as compulsory subjects
along with Chemistry/ Biology/Bio-Technology or Technical Vocational as one of
the Subject in qualifying examination.
What are the criteria for eligibility for admission through ACPC for Degree/Diploma
Pharmacy course?
For admission in Degree/Diploma Pharmacy, passed HSCE (Std. XII, 10+2 pattern)
in Science Stream with Physics & Chemistry as compulsory subjects along with
Mathematics / Biology/Bio-Technology or Technical Vocational as one of the
Subject in qualifying examination.
How the eligibility is calculated, from percentage for Degree Engineering?
For eligibility, a candidate should have passed 10+2 examination with Physics and
Mathematics as compulsory subjects along with one of the Chemistry /
Biotechnology / Biology / Technical Vocational subject and obtained at least 45%
marks (40% in case of candidate belonging to reserved category) in the above
subjects taken together.
How are merit marks calculated for GSEB/CBSE/ICSE/NIOS for Degree Engineering
admissions?
Sum of sixty percentageweightage of the percentile obtained in the theorysubjects
(Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics) and forty percentage weightage of the
percentile obtained in the GUJCET-2019 shall be the merit marks.
How can I check my merit rank?
Merit rank will be issued on the day of declaration of merit rank. Candidate can
verify their rank by log in into their module at NIC website. The same will be
reflected in registration details. Candidate can also check allotted rank on
www.jacpcldce.ac.in.

Where can I get information about the various colleges and branches coming under
ACPC?
From Information Booklet provided with PIN and from website www.jacpcldce.in
and www.gujacpc.nic.in.
How much choices one candidate can fill?
Candidate can fill all available choices to him. There are no maximum criteria of
choices in choice filling module.
How can a candidate change the filled choices?
Yes. But within a stipulated time decided by ACPC.
If filled choices are not locked, is it safe to logout?
There is no need to lock filled choice until you complete your choice filling.
However, the choice filled so far should be saved before logout.
How many times can choices be edited?
Unlimited. But within a stipulated time decided by ACPC.
If a candidate wants to go for reshuffling, does he need to report at admitted institute?
No.
If a candidate wants to go for reshuffling, does he need to pay the fees at the admitted
institute?
No. Candidates are supposed to pay fees only after completion of online
admission process.
If I get admission of choice in mock round, can I secure it?
No. Mock round is a practice round.
Can a candidate apply for BE, B. Pharm, B. Arch simultaneously?
Separate PIN should be needed and for BE, B.Pharm&B.Arch admissions and
separate registration should be made.
If the seats in reserved quota are full, can the candidate from SC/ST/SEBC/PH/ESM/EWS
get admission in Open category?
This Question does not arise, because, category candidates have been allotted first
in open category seats, if that seat not available than only reserved category seats
will be allotted.

If a SC/ST/SEBC candidate gets admission under open category, will he be eligible for
scholarship from govt?
Yes, if the candidate meets other requirements for eligible for scholarship.
What is the procedure for admission for NRI/NRI sponsor candidate?
As per the guidelines issued by ACPC, which is available on website
www.jacpcldce.ac.in

How can I update my result, if there is a change after rechecking?
Submit a photocopy of mark sheet / letter from concern board of rechecking
result at ACPC immediately on declaration of updated result within time limit of
one week.
Where is the information for fee structure of self finance institutes?
Refer Fee Regulatory Committee website www.frctech.ac.in. Fee details also
provided in the Information Booklet.
After allotment, in how many days do we have to report at admitted institute?
Within 3 working days. If you don’t want to participate in next round of Admission.
Candidates are supposed to pay fees only after completion of online admission
process.
If I have already paid the fees for admission in first round, do I have to pay the fees for
subsequent rounds?
As printed on the Bank Challan copy to be auto-generated with information letter.
Is there any reservation or special quota for girls?
No.
How and when do I get information for availability of vacant seats in various institutes?
Immediately after allotment of seat at each round and on website
www.jacpcldce.ac.in.
How can I check where else could I have got admission?
From the cut-off marks details put up on website after each round of allotment of
seats.
What is the procedure for admission in Management Quota?
As per the guidelines issued by ACPC, which is available on website
www.jacpcldce.ac.in.
Candidate need to approach to respective Self-Finance institute with registration
details. The applicant must have ACPC merit rank number for eligible in
management seats.
The institute must declare MQ admission counselling schedule.

Where can I get the form for management quota and where should I submit it?
As per the guidelines issued by ACPC, which is available on website
www.jacpcldce.ac.in. Candidate need to approach to respective Self-Finance
institute with registration details. The applicant must have ACPC merit rank
number for eligible in management seats.
If I opt for management quota admission, am I still eligible for admission in regular quota?
Yes.
If I get admission in management quota can I go for reshuffling?
Yes.
How to confirm my allotted seat?
Candidate can verify their allotment status by log-in in his module. The result
section will display allotment status. In case of zero fess payment candidate can
confirm his admission by accepting admission.
Rest of candidates can confirm their admission by paying token tuition fees either
Online or at designated bank branches.
What is the process to participate in reshuffling round?
The round-2 is considered as reshuffling round. To participate in reshuffling
round,
candidate need to click on reshuffling. After click on reshuffling candidate can
modify their choices.
Can I Modify filled choices in reshuffling round?
Candidate can change their filling choices, add new choices and deleted filled
choices also.
What is allotment and admission process in reshuffling round?
In reshuffling round, if candidate been allotted any seats based on merit and choice
filling the previous admission will automatically get cancelled. Ifcandidate has not
been allotted any choice, the previous confirm admission will retain.
What is Fee refund guideline?
As per prevailing act, the candidate will get 100% fee refund if he withdraws
admission online. If candidate withdraws admission in vacant seats, he will get fee
refund only after vacated seats been filled by institute in vacant seats. Else if seat
will remain vacant candidate shall pay tuition fees of maximum one semester.

